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Does Mars deserve to be our second home?
Agustya Abhishek and Aradhya, Std. 2

The Mars was discovered in late 1610 by Galileo
Galileo. It was a telescopic observation. The idea
of life on Mars was originated when
astronomers mistakenly thought that they have
discovered the stratospheric signature of water
in the Martin atmosphere. From then, the idea
of life on Mars became more sought-after than
ever thought and obviously it was something so
inconvincible that human mind denied to
accept it suddenly. It is so far fetched that some
people believe it and some do not. The soil of
planet Mars have ability to extract water. As
water is our biggest need and also soil is of the
biggest natural resource. Healthy soil feeds the
world. Soil provides primary nutrients for cycling
of animal and plant life. Mars has a moderate
temperature. The temperature is neither too hot
not too cold which is one of the best reason for
its consideration as our second home.

What is a wormhole theory?
Ms. Nupur Singh

The Wormhole theory postulates that a theoretical

passage through space time could create shortcuts

for long Journeys across the universe. Wormholes

are predicted by the theory of general relativity in

1935 Einstein and physicist Nathan Rosen used the

theory of general relativity to elaborate on the idea,

proposing the existence of “bridges” through

spacetime. These bridges connect two different

points in space time theoretically creating a shortcut

that could reduce travel time and distance.

The shortcuts came to be called Einstein Rosen

Bridges, or wormholes. A wormhole is not really a

means of going back in time, it's a shortcut.

To picture a wormhole, imagine that a sheet of paper

is space. Mark a point at each end of the paper. To

travel from one point to another you either take the

regular or the longer route or you bend the paper to

bring the two points closer without letting them

touch each other, thus creating a tunnel that

reduces the time and enables the time travel.

However, scientists continue to explore the concept

as a method of space travel with the hope that

technology will eventually be able to utilize them.



Who's the best?
Kiyara Gupta, Std. III

In the distant past, there lived a happy family.
The father Sun was looking after the eight
children with love and warmth. They were
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Earth, Venus,
Mars, and Mercury. Over time, each of them
attained certain specialties. And one day, they
started arguing over supremacy, over the
question, "Who is the best?" All of them
claimed to be the best.
Mercury, the youngest one declared, "I am the
fastest planet in the solar system and closest to
our father, he loves me the most. So, I am the
best".
Venus replied, "No! I am the hottest and
brightest planet among our solar family.
Besides, I am the morning star. so I am the
best".
Earth smiled and remarked, "I am the only
planet in the whole family that sustains life and
the ecosystem. And I am the most beautiful
planet. So, I am the best".

Hearing all these, Mars' face turned red in
anger. He said, "I am as red as a gemstone,
everybody likes me, Favourite of everyone, so I
am the best".
Jupiter laughed and proudly raved, "I am the

largest planet in the solar system. I am a gas
giant. So, none but I must be the best"
Saturn was listening all these calmly. Then he

replied with a smile, "I can float in water
because I am made of gas like Helium and I
have multiple rings made of ice and gas, which
none of you have. I am supposed to be the best
planet".
Uranus hurriedly said, "There is no place for old
fellas in the wheel of time; I am the latest
planet in Solar System. It's my time. So, I am
the best".

After listening to all the claims of others,
Neptune felt low as he did not seem to have
any specialty. He spoke out in a low voice, "I am
the fourth largest planet and the coldest one
with magic of ice all over. That's it."

Father Sun came hearing all the noise and asked,
"Why are all of you arguing?" When he listened
to the whole story, he made them all sit near
him and explained how all of them were so
different and unique with most amazing
features of their own. He told them having
solidarity is far more important than having
competition in vein. And finally, the Sun
announced, "You see, all of you are my absolute
favorite and the best. There is no point in
arguing when we all are part of the Solar System
family."

The children planets felt embarrassed for
quarelling among themselves. Father Sun and
his chidren lived happily ever after.

FFUUNN FFAACCTTSS AABBOOUUTT SSAATTUURRNN

Medhansh Raj, Std. II

We all know that Saturn has rings around it.
Though it is not the only planet that has rings
around it, but it has the biggest and brightest
rings.

● We can see the rings with our naked
eyes.
● The rings are made up of Ice, rock and
dust particles.
● The rings of Sturn are named

alphabetically as per the sequence of their
discovery. The alphabetical order from the
outside of the rings is DCBAFGE.

● The biggest ring is 200 times the size of
Saturn itself.

● Saturn has 62 moons.
● Saturn's mass is about 95 times that of
Earth and the diameter is about 10 times
that of earth.
● Saturn is the least dense planet of our
Solar System.



IISSRROO:: MMIISSSSIIOONN MMAANNGGAALL
In 2013, on 5 November ISRO (Indian Space

Research Organization) launched a rocket named

Mangalyaan. It was successfully placed in Mars

orbit. It had been launched to explore Mars's

surface. It traveled around 78 crore Km to reach

Mars. The cost of the project was only 450 crore

INR compared to other countries. After the

success of the Mangalyaan Mission, India felt very

proud and it becomes the first Asian nation to

Reach Mars Orbit.

NNAASSAA AANNDD IITTSS IINNVVEENNTTIIOONNSS::

NASA is the short form for National

Aeronautics and space administration. It is the

American space agency, established on 29 July

1958. The headquarter of NASA is in the capital of

the US, Washington DC.

LLaasseerr ccoommmmuunniiccaattiioonnss ::

Human missions to Mars may use lasers to

stay in touch with Earth. A laser communications

system at Mars could send large amounts of real-

time information and data, including high-

definition images and video feeds. Sending a map

of Mars to Earth might take nine years with current

radio systems, but as little as nine weeks with laser

communications. The technology would also allow

us to communicate with astronauts.

PPlluuttoo HHoopp,, SSkkiipp,, aanndd JJuummpp::

This proposed spacecraft could hop around

the surface of Pluto, exploring multiple sites up

close throughout a multiyear mission.

RRuussssiiaann FFeeddeerraall SSppaaccee AAggeennccyy ((RRFFSSAA oorr

RRoossccoossmmooss))::

Roskosmos, in full Russian Federal Space Agency,

Russian Federalnoye Kosmicheskoye

Agentsvo, a Russian government organization

founded in 1992 that is responsible for managing the

Russian space program. Its headquarters are in

Moscow The head of Roskosmos is assisted by a

board, a science and engineering council, and the

heads of 11 departments. As the main successor to

the Soviet space program, Roscosmos' legacy

includes the world's first satellite, first human

spaceflight, and first space station (Salyut).

Roskosmos is one of the main partners in the

International Space Station (ISS).

TThhee EEuurrooppeeaann SSppaaccee AAggeennccyy ((EESSAA))

The European Space Agency (ESA) is

Europe's gateway to space. Its mission is to shape

the development of Europe's space capability and

ensure that investment in space continues to deliver

benefits to the citizens of Europe and the world.

ESA is an international organization with 18 Member

States.

ESA collaborated with NASA on the

International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), the world's

first high-orbit telescope, which was launched in

1978 and operated successfully for 18 years.

The Mars Express mission of the European

Space Agency (ESA) reached Mars in 2003. It carried

the Beagle 2 lander, which was not heard from after

being released and was declared lost in February

2004.

SSPPAACCEE TTRRAAVVEELL

Humans are explorers. Since before the dawn of

civilization, we’ve been lured over the horizon to

find food or more space, to make a profit, or just to

see what’s beyond those trees or mountains or

oceans. Our ability to explore reached new

heights—literally—in the last hundred years.



James Webb Space Telescope Is Showing Us
Real Faces Of Neighboring Planets

James Webb Space Telescope is proving to be
everything that NASA might have hoped for. Maybe more! In
its short lifespan, the space observatory has already given the
astronomy world a lot to cheer about. Apart from taking
breathtaking images of distant objects, the telescope is
revealing the real faces of planets in our solar system.

Neptune Giving Saturn A Run For Its Money

The space telescope has chronicled a detailed image of
Neptune’s rings. Yes, you read that right, Neptune has rings too. For
the unversed, Neptune’s rings are pretty close to its atmosphere
and thus go unnoticed due to the planet’s brightness. The Voyager
2 was the first to expose them in 1989 during a flyby.

DART Spacecraft Successfully Slams into Asteroid in Historic Test of
Planetary Defense

A NASA spacecraft on Monday intentionally crashed into an asteroid to displace it from its
orbit. NASA sent the spacecraft to collide with the asteroid so that the asteroid does not crash
on Earth. It was a historic test of humanity’s ability to protect Earth from a potentially
catastrophic collision with a space rock.

The agency’s DART probe, short for Double Asteroid Redirection Test, carried out the
first-of-its-kind maneuver on a small and harmless space rock known as Dimorphos, which is
currently located roughly 6.8 million miles away from Earth.
The DART spacecraft, which is about the size of a vending machine, crashed into Dimorphos on
Monday at 7:14 p.m. ET, flying head-on into the space rock at 14,000 miles per hour.

Jaw-dropping images of Jupiter from the James Webb Space Telescope

Chances are, if you have been outside on a clear night after sunset and facing east, you’ve
seen this suspiciously bright light in the sky. Is it a plane? Is it a satellite? If it slowly rises and
barely twinkles, then you have been seeing the planet Jupiter.

Astronomers operating the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) have been sharing
dramatic close-up images of Jupiter. Jupiter has a smaller system of rings than the planet
Saturn that are nearly invisible to all ground-based telescopes. But JWST imaged these faint arcs
of ice and dust as well as several moons that circle Jupiter.





“CCoonnsstteellllaattiioonnss:: The Story of Space Told
Through the 88 Known Star Patterns in the
Night Sky” by Govert Schilling

Writer Govert Schilling takes us on an unprecedented voyage of all 88

constellations in our visible universe. It was published on 4 June 2019.

Much more than just a stargazer's guide, CONSTELLATIONS is a

complete history of astronomy as told by Schilling through the lens of each

constellation. The book is organized alphabetically by constellation. Profiles

of each constellation include basic information such as size, visibility, and

the number of stars, as well as information on the discovery and naming of

the constellation and associated lore.

Stunning star maps throughout the book by acclaimed star

mapmaker Wil Tirion show us the exact location of every

constellation, the details of its structure, as well as its surrounding

astronomical neighbors.

Ridley Scotts's 'The Martian' tells the incredible story of one man's
survival after being left on Mars. Spanning over 141 minutes, 'The
Martian' brings Andy Weir's 2011 novel to the big screen in a well-
paced, well-written affair that features a star-studded cast with
Matt Damon at its helm. On the whole, 'The Martian' does a brilliant
job making the viewers feel like they're with Mark. The production
design, camera movements and performances all help the viewer
feel as though they're in the scene with Mark.

Movie: The Martian



R.Madhavan starrer, Rocketry: The Nambi Effect is a movie about a
great Indian aerospace engineer Nambi Narayan.
The movie starts with an Interview set where we can see Mr.Shah
Rukh Khan, the interviewer, waiting for an interview with ISRO
scientist Mr.Nambi Narayan, through a television channel. The
screen presence by R.Madhavan is outstanding and it has been
enhanced by the cameo of Mr.Shah Rukh Khan. The script was
packed with immense intensity from start to end.

ROCKETRY (2022)

This book is about our planet, the Earth. The book is an wonderfully
illustrated chronicle of Earth and its wonders. High definition
photographs of animals from across the globe and from the depths
of sea makes the book lovable.
The book also tells us about our duties towards the Earth and about
calamities that are to be caused in the future, situations of the
present and things about the Earth from the past as back as millions
of years.

Book: OUR PLANET (by Alastair Fothergill & Keith Scholey)



Space-Bound
Mr. Nilanjan Sarkar

When the twilight murks the last golden hours,
The dark creeps in and sing the silent lullaby.
The stars go loud against the sky,
Stretched out in a million miles, like a valley of beautiful flowers.

Beyond the clouds, where the starry canvas does lay,
My musings reach out to her.
At the speed of light, across the Milkyway,
Lost amidst the vast black abyss, light-years afar.

Only to find out she is hued stardust
Coheres to the memoirs of a Supernova.
It's some thousands of years late for a space-bound Rover.
Swayed by gravity, a shooting star crashes on the Earth's crust.

OUR PLANETS
Ishu Das Harshita, Std. 5

We can see the lovely Moon at night.
During the day, the Sun glows white.
The Earth has much greenery.
From the space, it makes an wonderful scenery.

Mars is the angry red planet.
Saturn has a belt in icicles set.
Venus gives direction and is very bright
All stars have a large amount of light.

All Planets have sound,
They move Sun's around.
Some move left, some rotate right,
The Moon is not entirely white.



Me, Astronaut!
Abheri Bhowmick, Std. 2

Down from my spaceship, I see
The bright blue Earth
It's very pretty, you would agree
And I see the earth smiling back at me

Up to the abode of the stars I go,
Just to see them glow
Me, a little astronaut
Keeping a slow pace.
Keeping still, floating in space!



Space Explorations
Compiled by Ms. Ragini Mishra

Human exploration of space started
formally in the 20th century during World War
II by German scientists while testing the V2
rocket, which became the first artificial
object sent to space, on October 3rd, 1942.
Initially, the rocket was intended to be used
as a long-range missile.
On October 4, 1957, Sputnik I became the first
satellite launched into space. It was the first
artificial satellite ever launched. It orbited the
earth and broadcasted radio For several
weeks before running out of batteries. In
November, The Soviet spacecraft Sputnik II
completed its first flight, along with a dog
named Laika on board. Laika did not survive
the voyage.

First human flights
Four years later, on 12 April 1961, a 27-

year-old Russian Yuri Gagarin became the
first human to orbit the earth in Vostok -1. On
June 16, 1963, U.S.S.R also achieved The first
spacewalk and launched the Vostok VI.
Valentina Tereshkova became The first
woman in space to orbit the earth 48 times
abroad Vostok VI.

Landing on the moon

During the 1960s, NASA made progress
toward President Kennedy’s goal of landing a
human on the moon with a program called
Project Gemini. Project Gemini was followed
by Project Apollo, which took astronauts into
orbit around the moon and to the lunar
surface between 1968 and 1972.

“Landing a man on the moon and
returning him safely to earth" was the
national goal set by President John F
Kennedy in 1961.

On July 20, 1969, astronaut Neil Armstrong
took “One giant leap for mankind” he stepped
onto the moon and became the first human
to have a footprint on its surface.

IInnddiiaa iinn SSppaaccee
India began carrying out space

research immediately after gaining full
independence from British rule in 1947. India
is presently one of the leaders in Space
exploration and probably the fifth country to
have a re-entry vehicle.

The Aryabhata satellite, launched in
1975 from Kapustin Yar using a Soviet
Cosmos-3M launch vehicle, was India's first
satellite. By 1979 the SLV was ready to be
launched from a newly-established second
launch site, the Satish Dhawan Space Centre
(SDSC). The first Indian-built rocket Rohini
blasted off successfully from TERLS in 1967.
Dr. Vikram Sarabhai led an eminent team that
among others consisted of Dr. APJ Abdul
Kalam, who went on to become the nation's
President.

TThhee iimmppoorrttaanntt SSaatteelllliitteess LLaauunncchheedd wweerree
Aryabhatta - X-Ray Astronomy - 1975

(Launched from Russia)
Bhaskara (1979) and Bhaskara 2 (1981)- TV

Cameras
Rohini - India's first launch - 1981
INSAT Series - Indian National Satellite 1982
IRS Series - Indian Remote Sensing Satellite -

1988
SROSS - Scientific Experiments - 1994
Kalpana-1 First meteorological satellite
built by ISRO- 2002
GSAT-3 India's first exclusive educational
satellite- 2004
Mars Orbiter Mission or Mangalyaan-1 India's
first Mars orbiter 2013
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Shri Ashutosh Dwivedi
(Municipal Commissioner &
DDC) inaugurated the Sci-Hi
Museum event as the chief
guest. In his address, he
praised the incredible
execution of the event by the
students and said that they
have completed a wonderful
task.

Organic vegetables grown by students at PIS Muzaffarpur





CCoonntteessttss aanndd aacchhiieevveerrss

Winners of Group A
(Std. 1 & 2)
(From left)
2nd- Shrijeet Vardan
1st- Aradhya Kumari
3rd- Yash Sharaff

Poster making contest on International Tiger Day

Winners of Group B
(Std. 3 & 4)
(From left)
2nd- Kiyara Gupta
1st- Shrishti Kumari
3rd- Atharva

Winners of Group C
(Std. 5 & 6)
(From left)
2nd- Shivanya
1st- Deetendra
3rd- Sanjana

Hindi poem recitation contest

Winners of Std. 1
1st- Arushi & 2rd- Adrika

Essay writing contestWinners

Winners of Std. 4
From left: Prince (2nd)
Ishu (1st) & Soham (3rd)

Winners of Std. 5
From left: Shivanya (2nd)
Jigar (1st) & Mehar (3rd)

Winners of Std. 6
From left: Sanjana (2nd)
Ditendra (1st) & Pritam (3rd)








